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Pegasus vs unicorn who would win

It's time for a battle of epic proportions! We have 3 majestic and magical creatures to choose from. How will you manage to select only one?? It will be a tough decision, but you have to choose a side. Choose your favorite and let the fight begin! The competition starts at 11am EDT on March 22nd and lasts 24 hours! Narwhal The narwhal, sometimes called narwhal, is a unique
creature that has the epic horn of a mythological animal, but is actually real! The narwhal is also quite rare, as one of two living whale species in the monodontidae family (the other is the beluga whale). If you want to experience the magic for yourself, you can make your way to the Canadian Arctic, Greenland or Russia, where you can take a look at these sea unicorns. Unicorn
The legendary unicorn has been an integral part of many mythologies since ancient times. It has made it into ancient Greek historical accounts, on the seals of the Bronze Age Indus Valley Civilization, and has even made an appearance in the Bible. Scotland especially loves the unicorn – it is its national animal and appears on the royal coat of arms. Pegasus You may have heard
of the mythological Greek white-winged horse Pegasus. But did you know pegasus had a brother? That's right, Pegasus's little-known human (or possibly boar) brother was called Chrysaor, or who has a golden sword. The parents of these extremely fraternal twins were Poseidon and Medusa. We're not sure how it all works from a genealogical perspective, but it's still quite a
story. The usual bonuses Earn 5,000 points – 2,500 bonus Earn 15,000 points – 5,000 bonus Earn 25,000 points – 10,000 bonus For every 25,000 points above 25,000 – 5,000 bonus Member of winning team (if you've scored at least 2,500 points) – 10,000 bonus Highest scorer on each team – 5,000 bonus Player with #1 overall score – 10,000 bonus Player with #2 overall score –
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this showdown begins, it is useful to distinguish between these two mythists: the difference separating the unicorn from Pegasus is that the unicorn is a legendary horse-like mount with a single spiral horn protruding from its forehead, while Pegasus is a wingtail horse. Now that everything is ready, we are getting ready for the fight! First Round : Seniority 1) The Unicorn the Unicorn
is a creature that would have been known during the ancient Greeks. At the time, explorers who traveled to the Indian and Persian kingdoms called the unicorn a fantastic animal. It was then known as Monoceros. The unicorn would come from the east anyway. Interestingly, the western unicorn differs from the Asian version in terms of its appearance, history and symbolic
meaning. On the western side, it is a wild creature, but paradoxically pure and graceful. Virginity would lure the unicorn irresistibly. Legend has it that a virgin girl has been used as a bait in the past. 2) The Pegasus Among all the fantastic creatures of Hellenistic mythology, Pegasus is probably one of the most famous. His mythical episodes are by the Greco-Roman poets. The
oldest written source is that of Hesiod, in the 9th or 8th century BC, which mentions the birth of Pegasus and the chimera in his Theogony. Ovid tells of his birth in the Metamorphoses, Hygin mentions several episodes in his and Pindar tells how Belerephon captures Pegasus in the 6th century BC. It remains very complicated reconstruct a timeline for the history of Pegasus. Many
writers conjure up this myth more or less briefly, sometimes in contradiction to each other. 3) Judgment The sources are not very clear about a possible dating, on the one hand it is difficult for us to date the origin of the unicorn, on the other hand Pegasus is quite old. The unicorn mentioned in the Bible. We declare a draw for this round! Unicorn 1 - 1 Pegasus What a turn! I am
told that the unicorn was already represented between 2000 and 2500 years before Christ! Seal of the Indus Valley with unicorn animal, ca. - 2500 - 2000. British Museum. 1:0 for the unicorn ! Second round : Current notoriety 1) The unicorn The unicorn has joined popular culture after centuries of existence in various natural history literature and exploration stories. The most
famous work is Peter S.'s last unicorn. Beagle. Since the early 2000s, it has been very present in Internet culture, often in a pre-polished way. Unicorns can be seen in Lord Dunsany's novel The Daughter of the Elven King, as well as In The Fionavar Tapestry, The Endless Story and The World of Narnia. The most famous fantasy work is The Last Unicorn, a 1968 novel by Peter S.
Beagle, whose heroine is a unicorn. The short stories The Rhinoceros Who Quoted Nietzsche and Julie's Unicorn by the same author. In the Harry Potter saga, unicorns are depicted as powerful magical creations that are hard to grasp, and their silver-colored blood shining in the moonlight is an elixir of longevity. The murder of a unicorn is a terrible act, and those who risk only
win a damn half-life. Unicorn blood makes it possible to survive, even if one is about to die, but only at the expense of the death of a pure creature (the horse itself). 2) The Pegasus Along with other creatures such as unicorns and dragons, Pegasus became part of the fantasy books and beasts of numerous role-playing and video games. Anne McCaffrey, an American science
fiction writer, wrote a trilogy called The Flight of Pegasus, in which the reference to the winged horse is largely symbolic. The Pegasus project is part of the Marvel universe and a new energy research center. Also in this universe the Valkyrie or Danielle Moonstar ride winged horses. On the screen is Hercules, Walt Disney's famous evening film, a mute winged horse with a blue
mane cut into a brush that Zeus gave to his son Hercules. He has only one role as a stooge. However, no Greek myth about Hercules tells us that he rode Pegasus, and the film is very liberal with the myth, both in the birth of Pegasus and in his role, as We also find him: In the manga and animated TV series Saint Seiya, Seiya, the Knight of Pegasus, is the main protagonist. He is
related to the constellation Pegasus and wears the armor of the winged horse, which he in Greece.In of the animated series My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic are several characters of Pegasus, especially Rainbow Dash, Fluttershy and Derpy Hooves. In Barbie and the Magic of Pegasus, a pink winged horse named Brietta Princess helps Annika.In the manga and animated
series Yu-Gi-Oh! the creator of the card game and enemy of the main character is Called Pegasus J. Crawford. 3) Verdict It was close, but the unicorn won by a hair! Unicorn 2 - 0 Pegasus Third Round : Beauty 1) The Unicorn Is It Really Necessary to Emphasize How Beautiful the Unicorn Is? With its gorgeous look, its twisted horn, its silvery white coat and its white or colored
mane floating like a flag in the wind! If the belonging horse is a mythical animal, it is not in vain! Apart from the horse depicted in realistic illustrations, how about depictions of unicorns in cartoon, cute or cartoon versions? One can recognize in them a pure and benevolent heart! And it is also in the variety of his representations that his royal horses reside charm! 2) The Pegasus
The Pegasus is not to be underestimated in terms of appearance. In fact, it has characteristics close to those of the unicorn, with a mysterious and majestic dimension that no other horse type possesses. In contrast to the unicorn, however, it lacks different representations and is always illustrated in the same way, i.e. white with its magnificent white wings, which give it a titanium
span. So yes, we can say that the Pegasus looks a little more majestic than the unicorn, thanks to the fact that it is winged, but two things prevent me from offering it in this round: one, the unicorn in all its variations will probably appeal to more people. Secondly, it is a page about unicorns hahaha! 3) Judgment It is difficult to decide between them... Let's call it a draw! Unicorn 3 - 1
Pegasus Fourth Round : Strength 1) The Unicorn The Unicorn is often praised for its beauty and purity, but what we don't say enough is that in battle it is a fearsome being with supernatural powers! In fact, the unicorn is almost immortal, its imposing stature and rare strength make it an elite horse! It is no coincidence that Alexander the Great himself would have owned one as a
mount! In fact, it is Marco Polo that we find the description of an ancient breed of unicorn horses in India, which descended from Alexander the Great famous Bucephalus: one could find in this province (India) horses from the seed of the unicorn horse of King Alexander, called Bucephalus; all of them were born with a star and a horn on their foreheads like Bucephalus, because the
mares had been personally covered by this animal. But the whole race of it was destroyed. The rest were in the power of one of the king's uncles, and when he refused to allow the king to take one of them, the king had him killed; but in anger at the by her husband the widow destroyed the said race and was lost... » 2) The Pegasus Pegasus, on the other hand, combines the
positive symbolism of the horse, namely passion, unostites and power, with that of the bird, independence and sky height, lightness, speed and ascent! Moreover, in Greek mythology, Pegasus's opponent is nothing more than the chimera, a creature considered invincible and terrifying to man. In fact, it is a combination of three animals: a lion torso, a goat's head on its back, and a
snake as its tail. In this way, it combines the advantages of each animal: strength, energy and liveliness. It also spits fire like a dragon. To fight this diabolical monster, Belerephon uses his faithful companion Pegasus: the horse's speed and agility allows him to avoid the animal's flames and stay apale, so that he can easily pierce it with his arrows: he shoots lead-weighted arrows
that burn the animal's intestines when in contact with the flames. 3) Judgment Even if the unicorn is incredibly impressive, we have to offer this shell to the Pegasus. It is characterized by its remarkable speed and high mobility! Unicorn 3 - 2 Pegasus Unicorn vs. Pegasus: Unicorn wins! If you like them both, you might be interested in things like these Pegasus unicorn leggings or
this unicorn mug! And you, are you a unicorn or a Pegasus? Try the test! Comments are approved before they are displayed. Page 2 If you're here, it's because you love unicorns, right? Great! Discover our best selection of unicorn rings for girls and women to brighten your style. In this article you will find our top 5 best unicorn rings from our wonderful unicorn jewelry
collection! These rings are made of various materials, including stainless steel, zinc and 925 sterling silver. It's up to you to find the one that suits you, among our wide selection of jewels. All lovers of this wonderful being, no matter what generation, as well as for children, teenagers or adults. After all, beauty has no age limit. In addition, we guarantee an ideal price-performance
ratio, so that you can decorate yourself with beautiful jewelry of the highest quality at affordable prices. On the other hand, if you want to discover the universe of this mythological creature, you can also explore the other unicorn jewelry  collections to acquire new ornaments related to this amazing creature. That being said, here we go for our top 5 most beautiful unicorn rings!

 The Unicorn Mood Ring Definitely the most surprising ring of the entire this unicorn mood ring has the peculiarity of changing the color, such as the mood of the person who wears it. This beguiling aspect is intended to captivate young children and lure them into a fairytale and wonderful world.  It is the most supernatural fashion accessory available on our website. This
makes it the perfect perfect To give your child at her birthday party, especially if she is excited about this wonderful horned horse. It's also a romantic way to show your love for Valentine's Day. The Vintage Unicorn Ring This vintage unicorn ring made of stainless steel combines the old look of a magical amulet with the incredible world of unicorns!  This ring is therefore a
wonderful gift for all who dream of seeing this legendary animal with their eyes. Due to its design, this ring seems to come directly from a fantasy world to amaze people and is comfortable to wear. It is an ideal gift for all people attracted by unreal and childlike dreams. It's a timeless gem that's perfect for you. The Unicorn Diamond Ring This magnificent unicorn diamond ring made
of ceramic and sterling silver on this ring adds a beautiful unicorn head decorated with precious gemstones  like diamonds. Come and appreciate this great gem with its extraordinary appearance, so you can feel as if you see this imaginary stallion in real life to complement your everyday life and bring a little imagination into your life. It is a very trendy decoration ideal to
distinguish yourself and beautify your personal fashion style. The cute unicorn ring This cute unicorn ring made of sterling silver, to which a unicorn head is added that closes the eyes and silver stones all around based on zircon crystals is undoubtedly from a world of dreams. Actually, this ring can enchant both small children and adults. With this beautiful mix of colors it is also a
beautiful gift for a birthday or another special celebration.  The wonderful world of unicorns has not managed to bring us beauty and joy with these creations, each more imaginative than the other that seem to come from Kawaii Unicorn. The Pink Silver Unicorn Ring This pink unicorn ring, which represents the fabulous horse, seems straight out of a fairy tale, made of 925
sterling silver, its pink color is due to the zircon crystals that look like small diamond-shaped stones that give it a shiny look and a princess look for the wearer. It is also one of the most popular whimsical accessories in our online shop dedicated to this mythical creature. You can offer it to your daughter, whether she's a little girl or a teenager, no matter what.  However, since
this ring is adjustable, it can also be suitable for adult women who are fascinated by the magic of unicorns.  This is the end of our TOP 5, don't hesitate to tell us which is your favorite! We will soon make similar ones for earrings, necklaces and bracelets!  Comments approved before appearing. Above. Above.
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